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Introduction. In this paper, we shall begin the study of the invariant the-

ory of the most general irregular analytic arc in the geometry based on the in-

finite group G of arbitrary regular point transformations. Our results are valid

for the group of real point transformations of the real plane; or for the group

of complex point transformations of the complex plane. Kasner has developed

the corresponding theory in the conformai geometry of the complex planed).

The present paper opens up a new aspect of restricted topology.

Our subject is then the equivalence theory of a single arc or curve. When

can one analytic arc be converted into another analytic arc by an arbitrary

regular point transformation of the plane? It is apparently implied, in the

current literature, that there is no problem here. For any curve (it is implied)

can be converted into any other, in particular, into the x-axis. But this is

based on the assumption that the arcs are regular. If we give up this assump-

tion, we have actual problems which certainly seem worthy of treatment. Our

subject is therefore the invariant theory of a general irregular analytic arc under

the group G of arbitrary regular point transformations.

More exactly, the configuration we shall discuss is not simply an analytic

arc but rather that arc together with a specific point of the arc. This com-

pound configuration we shall term an analytic element. It consists of a point—

the base point which shall be taken as the origin throughout this paper—and

an analytic arc through the point. It may be described also as a differential

element of infinite order (2).

The most general analytic element, if the given point o is taken as origin,

is represented by writing x and y as integral power series in a parameter t

without the constant terms. If the parameter t is eliminated, then y is found

as a series in x which may proceed according to integral or fractional powers

Presented to the Society, January 1, 1941, under the title The classification of analytic arcs

or elements under the group of arbitrary point transformations; received by the editors January 2,

1941.
0) Kasner, Conformai classification of analytic arcs or elements; Poincaré's local problem of

conformai geometry, these Transactions, vol. 16 (1915), pp. 333-349.

(z) Kasner has introduced elsewhere the concept of divergent differential element of infinite

order. This corresponds to a divergent power series and may be represented by a nonanalytic

arc having specified values for all the successive derivatives. Thus to every power series corre-

sponds a geometric entity which may be real or imaginary, regular or irregular, convergent

or divergent. This entity is the most general differential element. If it is convergent, we call it

an analytic element (regular or irregular), or more loosely, an analytic arc or a curve.
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of x. If fractional exponents enter and cannot be avoided by interchanging x

and y (this will then necessarily be the case for any choice of rectangular

axes), we shall call the element irregular (?) ; otherwise the element is regular.

Our new problem is to classify with respect to the group G of arbitrary regular

point transformations all irregular analytic elements.

It is obvious that all regular elements are equivalent under the group G

of arbitrary point transformations. That is, all complex regular elements

(both real and imaginary) are equivalent under the group G of complex point

transformations; whereas all real regular elements are equivalent under the

group G of all real point transformations. Any regular element may be re-

duced to the canonical form y = 0 (the x-axis together with the origin as base

point).

But for irregular elements, the results are quite complicated. (See the

table on page 235.) It is clear, for example, that the cuspidal element y=xil2

cannot be converted into the regular element y = 0, nor into the irregular ele-

ment y = x4/3. For these curves differ qualitatively in the nature of the singular

point at the origin. However, suppose the two proposed elements have the

same kind of irregularity (in a sense to be later defined, depending on agree-

ment of certain exponents—certain arithmetic invariants); will they necessa-

rily be equivalent? If not, certain combinations of the coefficients will be

invariant, that is, there will be absolute differential invariants. For example,

we find that every differential element of the form

y = x3'2 + c4x4'2 + C6X5/2 + • • • ,

can be (formally) reduced to y=x3/2. On the other hand, not every element

of the form

y = x9/4 + CioX10/4 + cnxnli + • • • ,

can be reduced to y=x9,i. Hence in the first type there are no invariants; in

the second type there exists an invariant.

In general, irregular elements have absolute differential invariants; cer-

tain exceptions arise, namely, those in which the corresponding series in x

proceeds according to powers of the square root, and the cube root, and three

particular types of series in x which proceed according to powers of the fourth

root. All the other cases possess absolute differential invariants.

Statement of results. We shall throughout this paper assume that our

group G of arbitrary regular point transformations leaves invariant the fixed

point o (the origin) of our analytic element and that it is regular in the neigh-

borhood of o. Thus our group G is

(3) This is related to the concept of cycle used in the theory of algebraic curves, and to

the more general theory of algebroid arcs. Topologic invariants of algebroid arcs are studied in

papers by Brauner, Kahler, and Zariski; for references see the latter's paper, American Journal

of Mathematics, vol. 54 (1932), pp. 453-465.
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) + y(aio + <*uX + ■ • • )

••) + •••,

) + yißio + ßnx + ■■■)

..) + ...,

where the jacobian J = aoißio — «loßoi^O. We therefore shall study the invari-

ant theory of an analytic element (with the origin as base point) with respect

to the group G as given by these equations.

Any analytic element with origin as base point may be defined by setting

x and y equal to two power series in a parameter t without constant terms.

Let p 2: 1 be the minimum of the two exponents of the two leading terms of the

two power series in t. By interchanging the coordinates x and y appropriately,

we can always arrange that the exponent of the leading term of the power

series defining the abscissa x shall be our number p. Therefore any analytic

element may be written in the form

(2) y = cPxplp + c2px2p/p + • • • + crpxrplp + cqx*ip + c3+ix<5+1)/p + • • • ,

where q is the first qth power of the pth root of x which is not a multiple of p.

That is, the integer q = rp-\-s is such that the integers r and 5 satisfy the in-

equalities r =i 1 and 0<s<p.

If cä?^0, our element is said to be irregular. Otherwise our element is said

to be regular. Thus an element is regular if p = 1 (and hence no such term

cqxqlp can appear in our power series); or if p¡ji2 and if cq = 0 (the coefficient

of any actual fractional power of x is zero).

For an irregular element the integer p ïï 2 is called the index and the in-

teger q = rp-\-s, r^l, 0<s<p, is termed the rank. All irregular elements ob-

tained by taking arbitrary values of the coefficients, but fixing the values of

both p and q, we shall define as forming the single species (p, q). It is proved

that the index p and the rank q are arithmetic invariants. Our main result

follows:

Absolute differential invariants, that is, functions of the coefficients unaltered

by the group G of arbitrary point transformations, exist for all irregular species

(p, q) except in the cases (4, 5), (4, 6), (4, 7), (3, q), and (2, q). The species (4, 5)

may be divided into two distinct sets, and the species (4, 7) may be separated into

three distinct sets; the elements of any one of these sets are all equivalent to each

other. The species (4, 6) and (3, q) may be separated into a denumerably infinite

number of such distinct sets. All the elements of the species (2, q) are equivalent

to each other—the canonical form is y =x"n. Finally all the regular elements are

obviously transformable into each other, the standard form being y =0.

The species (p, q = rp-\-s) for which r2:2 and 0<s<p — 2, or for which

r=\ and 2<s<p — 2, possesses an absolute differential invariant of order

X = (aoix + eaux2 + ■ ■

+  y2(oC20 + OLilX +

Y = (/Soi* + ß0ix2 + ■ ■

+ y2(ß,0 + ßtix +
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g+ 2 (and none of lower order). This invariant involves only the coefficients

cq, Cg+i and cQ+2.

The species (p, q = rp+s) for which r 3:2 and 1 <s=p — 2, or for which r= 1

and 3<s = p — 2, possesses an absolute differential invariant of order g+ 3.

This involves only the coefficients cq, cq+i, and cq+3.

The species (p, q = rp-{-s) for which r 3:2 and 2 <s=p — l, or for which r = 1

and 3<s=p — \, possesses an absolute differential invariant of order g + 3.

This involves only the coefficients cq, cq+2, and cq+3.

The species (p, q=p-\-l) for which p>4 possesses an absolute differential

invariant of order g + 3 =£ + 4. This contains only the coefficients cp+i, cp+2,

Cp+3, and Cj,_)-4.

The species (p, q = p-\-2) for which p >5 possesses an absolute differential

invariant of order g + 3=p + 5. This contains only the coefficients cp+2, cp+3,

Cp-^-4, and cp.f5.

The species (5, 7) possesses an absolute differential invariant of order 11.

This contains only the coefficients Ct, eg, eg, and Cu.

Finally the species (5, 8) possesses an absolute differential invariant of

order 12. This involves only the coefficients eg, c9, Cn, and C12.

The following table exhibits some of the results in detail.

2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

10

3 4 5 6  7  8  9  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1Í

t  t      t t ft t t
fît     11 13 14 15 17 18 19 21

9 11  12 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 21
10 11 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20

11  12 12 13 15 16 17 18 19 20

12 13 13 14 15 17 18 19 20
13 14 14 15 16 17 19 20

14 15 15 16 17 18 19 21

Here the species is determined by the value of p in the left column and

the value of g in the top row. The blank spaces denote the fact that there are

no such species. In the body of the table we find the order of the absolute

differential invariants discussed above. The asterisk indicates that the corre-

sponding species has no absolute invariant and further that all members of

that species are equivalent under the group G of arbitrary point transforma-

tions. The dagger indicates that there are no absolute differential invariants

but that the members are not all equivalent: there exists a certain relative

differential invariant, hence there is a division of such a species into a finite

number of subspecies, all distinct with respect to the group G of arbitrary
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point transformations. On the other hand, the double dagger indicates that

there exists a certain arithmetic invariant and hence the species (4, 6) can be

divided into an infinite number of subspecies.

1. Discussion of the regular elements. Every regular element:

y = Cix-\-c2x2-\- ■ ■ ■ , is carried by the point transformation: X = x, Y=y

— (ciX+C2X2+ • ■ • ), into the x-axis: y = 0. Hence

Theorem 1. All regular analytic elements are equivalent under the group G

of arbitrary point transformations. The normal form of a regular analytic element

is y = 0 (the x-axis together with the origin as base point).

Our purpose in stating this elementary result is to give a complete classifi-

cation of all elements both regular and irregular. Henceforth we only have to

confine our attention to irregular elements. In the next section, we shall dis-

cuss the index p and the rank g of any irregular element.

2. The invariance of the index p and the rank q. First let us note that

by the point transformation

(3) X = x,        Y = y — (cpx + c2px2 + c3px3 + • • • + crpxr),

our irregular element (2) is carried into the irregular analytic element

(4) y = c9x"' + ce+i*(«+»"' + • • • , c^O,

where the coefficients cq, cq+i, cq+2, • • • of this element are identical with the

corresponding ones of our irregular element (2). Thus the transformation (3)

eliminates the first r integral powers of x.

Applying any transformation of our group G to this element (4), we find

as the parametric equations of our new element

X = aoit» + ao2«2p + ■ ■ • + aor¿rp + otiocqt« -f-,

Y = ßoit" + ßoit1' + • ■ •  + ß0rtrp + ßioCqt" + • • •  .

Since the jacobian of the transformation is not zero, at least one of the

quantities atoi or ßoi is not zero. Hence the number p is the minimum exponent

in the two power series defining our new element and therefore must be its

index. Thus the group G preserves the index p.

By interchanging the coordinates X and Y appropriately, we can always

arrange so that «oi^O. Upon setting X— T", the first of the preceding equa-

tions defines t as an integral power series in T. This power series must be of

the form

t = AiT + Ap+iTp+l+A2p+iT2p+l+---

+ Arp-p+JT'p-»+l + Aq^p+iT"-p+l + ■■■ ,

where the exponents after the last written term increase by one (as far as

we know).
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Substituting this into the first of equations (5), we obtain

aoi^4i = 1,
V— 1 2p

paoiAi    Ap+i + ao2Ai   =0,
P—1 3p

paaiA!    A2p+i + • ■ ■ + «03^1    = 0,

(7)
Ï

P—1 Tp

paoiAi   Arp-p+i + • • • + a0rAi   = 0,
p—1 q

paoiAi    Aq-p+i + aiVcqAi = 0,

This system of equations determines the ^4's in terms of the as. We note

that Ai9¿0. It is also important to note that the last written equation con-

tains only two terms.

If (aoi)1/p denotes one and only one pth root of «oi, then it is easily

seen that these equations determine a one-to-one correspondence between

(«oi, ao2, • • • , «or) and (Ax, Ap+\, A2p+i, • • • , -4rp_p+i). Hence we may re-

place the preceding set of unknown as by the latter set of unknown A's.

Also let us note the following result

(8) J = aoiiSio — aioooi = -(ßio^i       ct + pßoiAq-p+1) ¿¿ 0.

Vf1

This is needed for the completion of our argument.

Now substituting (6) into the second of equations (5), our new element (5)

may be written in the form

Y = ßoXxPlP + (ßB2A\P + pßoX'A^X23"' + (ß03AT + • • ■ )X*P,P

(9) +...+(ßilrA7+---)XP'P

+ AP   [ßiaA\      cq + pß01Aq^p+1]x" " + ■ ■ ■ .

This equation shows that the first power of the pth root of X which is not a

multiple of p is the integer q. The coefficient of this power is not zero because

of (8). Hence the rank q is also preserved.

Theorem 2. The index p and the rank q of an irregular element are both

arithmetic invariants under the group G of arbitrary point transformations.

This theorem justifies our definition of the species (p, q). That is, under

the group of arbitrary point transformations any species (p, q) of irregular

elements is carried into itself.

By the above equation, it is found that the subgroup G' of the group G

which carries the element (4) into one of the same form is
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X — («oix + aa2x2 +•••) + y(aio + «nX +•■•) + •••  ,
(10) G :

Y  =   03o.r+1*'+l + ßo,r+2X'+2 +••■)  +  y(ßl» + ßllX +■••)   +   ■••,

where

OColßlO 7a 0.

Since our group G may be factored into the product of the group (3) by the

group G', and since the group (3) preserves the coefficients cq, cq+i, • • • , it

is necessary merely to study the invariant theory of the group G'.

In the following, we shall find the different invariants of lowest order of

our irregular elements. For this purpose, we shall find it convenient to classify

our elements according to the types of invariants which arise. See §§3 to 14

which follow. Some of the twelve classes are simple and some are complicated.

The invariants found vary greatly in structure it will be observed.

3. The discussion of the species (p, q = rp+s) for which rèz2 and

0<s<p — 2, or for which r=l and 2<s<p — 2. Substituting (6) into the sec-

ond of equations (10), we find because of our inequalities the following trans-

formation formulas between (cq, cq+u cq+2) and (Cq, Cq+i, Cq+2) :

(11) CQ = ßioAicq,        CVfi = ßioAi   cq+i,        Cq+i = ßioAi   cq+2.

These equations immediately yield the following result.

Theorem 3. The species (p, q = rp-\-s) for which rS;2 and 0<s <p — 2, or

for which r=l and 2<s <p — 2 possesses the absolute differential invariant of

lowest order

(12) ^- ■
c\+i

The order of our invariant is g + 2, its weight is 2g + 2, and its degree is 2.

4. The discussion of the species (p, q = rp+s) for which r2:2 and

\<s = p — 2, or for which r = 1 and 3<s = p — 2. Again because of our inequali-

ties, we obtain the following transformation formulas between (cq, cq+i, cq+3)

and (Cq, Cq+i, Cq+3) :

q ç-t-l C7+3

(13) Cq   =   ßloAlCq, Cq+1   —   ßioAi      Cq+1, Cq+3   =   ßioAi      Cq+3.

Therefore

Theorem 4.  This species possesses the absolute invariant

(14) %i •
4+1

The order is g + 3, weight is 3g + 3, and degree is 3.
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5. The discussion of the species (p, q = rp+s) for which r¡^2 and

2<s = p — l, or for which r = \ and 3 <s = p — 1. Because of these inequalities,

the following transformation formulas between (c„ cq+2, cq+3) and (Cq, Cq+2,

Cq+3) are obtained :

3 0+2 g4-3
(15) C3  = ßlo^llCg, Cg+2  =  ßinAi     Cq+2, Cq+3  =  ßloAl     Cq+¡.

Theorem 5.  This species possesses the absolute invariant

2

C«cS+3

(16)
¿8+2

The order is g + 3, weight is 3g-f-6, and degree is 3.

6. Discussion of the species (p, q = p+l) for which p>A. For the case

q = p-\-\, we find that the parametric equations (5) for our transformed ele-

ment assume the form

X = a0itp + a10(cp+i<p+1 + cp+2tp+2 + 0^*+* + •••) + •••,

Y = ß10(Cp+1tp+i + cp+2tp+2 + cp+3lp+3 + cp+<tp+i +■•■) + ••••

Let X=TP. The first of the preceding equations defines t as an integral

power series in T. This power series must be of the form

(18) t = A1T + A2T2 + A3Ti+ ■ ■ ■ , /l^O.

Substituting this value of / into the first of the preceding equations, we

obtain the following system of equations:

p p—i p+i
aoi^li = 1, pocoiAi    Ai + aio^i    cp+\ = 0,

[p—1 P p—2    2~1
pAi   A3 + — (p- 1)A!   A2

r P P+2 -i

+ «io [(p + lMn42Cp+i + ^4i   Cp+2\ = 0,

(19)    a0ApArlAi + p(p - 1)A¡~2A2A3 + — (p - l)(p - 2Mf~^î|

+ aJUp + l)APA3 + — (p+ lMr^ïjc^i

p+l p+3
+ (p + 2) A i   A2cp+2 + A!    Cp+3   = 0,

Now if Cp+i^0, we find that ^4i and A2 are arbitrary, but A3 and A4 are

dependent, being given by
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2
1 A 2 Cpj-2

43 = —(/> + 3)—+ 4142-^,
2 A i cp+i

(20)
I ^2 2   Cp+2 2 Cp+3

^4 = —(í + 2)(^ + 4) —+ (p + 4)42-+ 4^2-
3 4X cih-i cp+i

Substituting (18) into the second of equations (17), we discover the

following transformation formulas between (ep+i, cpi_2, cP+3, cp+i) and

(Cp+\, Cp+2, Cp+.3, Cp+i) :

p+l i      p+2 p \

Cp+i = ßioA\    cT+i,        Cp+2 = ßio\Ai    cp+2 + (p + l)4i42Cp+ij,

Cp+3 = ßlO<A ?    Cp+3 + (/> + 2)4 f    42Cp+2

+ |~(f +l)APiA3 + j(p+ 1)4f ^îl Cp+i|

(21)

(      P+4 p+2
Cp+4 = ßio\Ai   cp+i -\- (p -\- 3)41   42cp+3

+ l(p + 2)Ai+2A3 + — (p + l)(p + 2)A*a\\ cp+2

+ ï(p + 1)4^4 4 + p(p + 1)4^4243

+ y(^>- l)(í+l)4r242]Cí,+1|.

Eliminating fto, 4i, 42, 43, and 44 from these and the'preceding equa-

tions, we find

Theorem 6. The species (p, q = p-\-\) for which p>i possesses the absolute

invariant

2   2 3 2
[(/> + !) cP+iCP+i-2(p+l)(p+2)cp+iCp+2cp+3+%(p+2)(3p+5)cp+2]

[(p+l)cp+icP+3-h(2p + 3)c%+2]*

The order is g + 3 =£ + 4; weight is 3g+ 3 = 3^ + 6, and degree is 6.

7. Discussion of the species (p, q = p + 2) for which p>5. The calculations

for our transformed element will be given by the equations of the preceding

section if we assume ep+i = 0 but ¿„+2^0.

Under this restriction we find that 4^0 and A3 are arbitrary but 42 and

44 are dependent, being given by
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Cp+j

(23) .42 = 0,       Ai = A1Ai
¿P+2

The transformation formulas between (cP+2, cp+3, cp+i, cpi.¡) and (Cp+2,

Cp+3, Cp+4, i'p+s) are

Cp+2  =  ßloAl      Cp+2, Cp+3  =  ßltAl      Cp+3.

(24) Cp+i = ßw[AP+\P+i + (p + 2)AP+3A3cp+2],

Cp+b = ßw[Ai    Cp+i + (p + 3)A i   A zCp+z + (p + 2)A i   A&p+i].

Performing the elimination of ß\n, Ai, A3, and Ai from these equations, we

find

Theorem 7.  The species (p, q = p + 2) for which p>5 possesses the absolute

invariant

Cp+i[(p + 2)cp+2Cp+i — (2p + 5)cp+3cp+i]

Cp+3

The order is q+3=p-\-5, weight is 3q-\-3 = 3p-\-9, and degree is 3.

8. Discussion of the species (5, 7 ). For the species (p = 5, q = 7 ), it is found

that the parametric equations (5) of the transformed element assume the form

X - a0i¿5 + a10(c7f + cst* + c9i9 -\-) H-,

(26)
Y = ß10(c7f + est* + c9t9) + (fe + ßioCio)t10 + ßiocut11 + ■ ■■ .

Let X = T&. The first of the preceding equations defines t as an integral

power series in T. This power series must be of the form

(27) t = AXT + A3T3 + AiT* + AbT*-\-, Ax * 0.

Replacing / by this in the first of equations (26), we find

5 4 7
«oi^i = 1. 5aoi^i^3 + aio<4iC7 = 0,

(28) 5aoi^i^4 + ctioA ics = 0,

4 3     2 6 9

£*0l(5.4iv45 +   10^1^3)   + aW(7AiA3d + Aid)   =   0,

If ¿7^0, these equations show that .diand y43are arbitrary, but A4 and A6

are dependent being given by

2

Cg 5A3 2       Cg
(29) At = A1A, — , A„ =-+ AiA3— ■

d Ai c7

Substituting (27) into the second of equations (26), we obtain the follow-
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ing transformation formulas between (c7, c8, c9, cn) and (C7, C», C9, Cn) :

7 8

C7 = ßio4iC7,        Ci = ßio4iC8,

(30) C9 = ß10[A\c9 + 74i43c7],

Cu = ßio[ciiA\l + 94i43c9 + 84Í44C8 + (74 Î4, + 214143)c,].

Theorem 8.  The species (5, 7) possesses the absolute invariant

2 2 2

Cl(ClCu — 8C7C9 — 8c8c9)

(31) - •

The order is 11, weight is 32, and degree is 4.

9. Discussion of the spaces (5, 8). The material for our transformed ele-

ment will be given by the equations of the preceding section if we assume

c7 = 0 but Cg^O.

Since Cg^O, we find by equations (28) that 4i and 44 are arbitrary but

A3 and Ab are dependent being given by

(32) 43 = 0,        Ai = AiAi — -
eg

By (30), we see that for this case the transformation formulas between

(eg, c9, cu, C12) and (C8, C9, Cn, Cm) are

8 9

Cg = ßio4ic8,        C9 = /3io4iC9,

(33) Cu = /3io[4ÍVn + 84Í44Í;8],

C12 = ßio[Ai en + 94i44c9 + 84i46c8].

Theorem 9.  The species (5, 8) possesses the absolute invariant

2
c8(8c8ci2 — 9c9Cn)

(34)-

The order is 12, weight is 36, and degree is 4.

10. Discussion of the species (4, 5). In the following, we shall show that

this species only possesses a relative differential invariant. This species there-

fore can be separated into two distinct sets, the elements of any one set being

equivalent.

Part of the work for finding the coefficients of the transformed element is

the sanie as that performed for the species (p, q = p + l) for p>4 (§6). As a

matter of fact the first three of equations (21) are valid. From these it follows

that the species (4, 5) possesses (10e5c7— lie2,)2/«:* as a relative differential in-

variant.
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In the following, we shall prove that there are no more relative differential

invariants. This is done by reducing our species (4, 5) to the canonical form.

First let us note that the transformation

(35) X=x + ^y,        Y=y

K
will convert our element (4) of species (4, 5) into an element whose equation

is of the form

(36) y - ¿6*6/4 + dW" + dsx*'* -\-,

where the ¿'s are certain functions of the c's. Our relative differential invari-

ant for this element is I00d7/dl (since d6^0). Thus we have to discuss this

element according as ¿77^0 or ¿7 = 0.

First let us consider our element (36) for which ¿7^0. For this case, we

shall demonstrate the (formal) existence of a transformation which is the in-

verse of a transformation of the form

X = aoiX + a02x2 + a03x3 + • • •  ,

(37) Y = (0o2x2 + 0O3*3 + 0O4*4 +•••) + y(0io + 011* + ßl2X2 + 013*3 + ■ • ■)

+  y*(ßtO + 021* + 022*2 + 023*' +••'.),

which will carry our element into the canonical form y—xili-\-x''11. Therefore

it must be shown that the an¡ and the /3,-y (i = 0, 1, 2) can be determined so

that our transformation carries the canonical form into the element (36).

Now if we perform this transformation on the canonical form y = xiliJt-xVi,

the parametric form of our transformed element is

«oii4 + ato2t* + a03l12 + • • •  ,

[ÉW8 +  (003 + 202O)/12 +  (004 + 202l)/16 +   ■  ■  ■   ]

+   [02O*10 +   (021 + 02O)/14 +  (022 + 02l)¿18 +  •  •  •   ]

+   [0io(¿6 + ñ  + 0„(/9 + t")  + 012(/13 + Í»)  +   •••].

The first of these equations defines / as an integral power series in T if we

let X= Ti. This power series must be of the form t=AiT+AiT6-\-AgT9-\- ■ • ■

where Aiy^O. If we let A1/4, denote a definite fourth root of At, it may

be established that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between

(«oi, «02, • • • , «on, ■ • • ) and (Ai, A6, ■ ■ ■ , Aln-3, ■ ■ ■ ). Therefore we may

replace the unknown a's by the unknown A's.

In the second of the preceding equations, let us replace the coefficient of

¿4n+4 by Bin+i, the coefficient of tin+e by Bin+6, and the coefficient of t4n+1 by

Bin+i where »=1, 2, 3, • • • . Then obviously there exists a one-to-one corre-

spondence between the 0¿y and the Bk. Thus we may substitute the unknown

B's for the unknown ß's.

(38)

X =

Y =
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By the preceding remarks, our problem then is to determine the 4 's and

the B's so that the equations

X = T\        t = AiT + A6T* + A9T* + ••• ,

(39)    F = [Bgt* + B12l12 + Bid1* +•••]+ [Biot™ + But" + £18i18 + ■ • ■ ]

+ [Bb(t> + f) + B9(t» + <") + 513(¿13 + Z15) + •••],

shall represent the element (36) upon eliminating the parameters / and T.

Performing this elimination, we find our equivalence equations to be

BgASi = dg, Bi2a\2 + 8^4 Ut, = ¿i2,

(40.1) 4„+4
Z?4„+441      + (lower Bik) = din+i,

10 14 9

¿?i04i   = dw,       BuAi  + lO-B^^j = <fi4>

(40.2) 4n+6
Biv+bA i      + (lower Blk+6) = d4n+s>

5 4 9

BbA i = df,, 54 j4 bBb + B9A1 = d9,

B¡a\ = d7, 1a\a bBb + j594" = dUl

(40. 3) 4 4n+l
54i44n-3j55 + ^4n+i4i      + (lower Aus and Bik+i) = din_3,

74144„_3ß6 + Bi„+iAi      + (lower Aik-3 and Bik+i) = ¿4n-i,

The first pair of the equations (40.3) shows that 4i^0 and Bb¿¿0 are

uniquely determined. The second pair demonstrates that Ab and Bo are

uniquely determined pince the determinant of the coefficients — 2A\5B&¿¿0.

The wth pair proves that 44n-3 and Bin+i are uniquely evaluated since the

determinant of the coefficients — 2A\n+7Bb¿¿0. Thus by induction, all the

44„_3 and the Bin+i are uniquely found.

The equations (40.1) and (40.2) uniquely evaluate the54n+4and theBin+6,

respectively. Hence we are able to find unique values for all the 4's and the

B's and therefore (39) actually represents our element (36). Thus the species

(4, 5) for which the relative differential invariant (IOC5C7— llclf/cl^O possesses

no additional invariants. The canonical form is y = x6/4+x7/4.
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Finally let us consider the case for which our relative differential invariant

is zero. Then for our element (36) we must have ¿7 = 0. The inverse of the

transformation

d9 dm
(41) X = x,        Y = y + dsx2-xy-y2,

dt d\

will then carry our element (36) into one of the form

(42) y = e^i* + en*11'4 + ei2*12/4 + ■ • • ,

where the e's are certain functions of the d's and hence it follows that they are

functions of the c's.

Next the transformation which is the inverse of the correspondence

4cn
(43) X = x + — y,        Y**y,

Sel

will carry our element (42) into an element of the form

(44) y = /s*6'4 + fux12'* + /13*13'4 + • • • ,

where the /'s are certain functions of the e's and hence of the c's.

Finally the inverse of the transformation

X = x,        Y = (/12*3 + jux* + /20*6 + • ■ ■ )

+ yih + /i3*2 + /i7*3 + /2i*4 + ••••)

+ y2(fu + /is*2 + /22*3 + • • • )

+ y'ifxt + /i9* + /23*2 + • • • )

will carry our element (44) into the element y =x6,i. Thus the species (4, 5) for

which the relative differential invariant (IOC5C7 — llcg)2/c5 = 0 possesses no addi-

tional invariants. The canonical form is y = x5li.

Therefore we have proved the following result.

Theorem 10. The species (4, 5) possesses only the relative differential in-

variant

(10c6C7 - He')'
(46)-

cl

and no other differential or arithmetic invariants. Thus our species (4, 5) may

be separated into two distinct sets according as this relative differential invariant

is not or is zero. The canonical forms of these two distinct sets are y=xil4-\-xv-4,

and y = x&li, respectively.

11. Discussion of the species (4, 7). For this case, we see that the para-

metric equations (5) for our new element assume the form
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(47)

X = a0i¿4 + ctioC7t7 + («02 + awcg)t9 + aio(c<¡¿9 + Ciot10) + • ■

Y = ß10c7f + {ßn + ßi0ca)t* + ßi0(c9t9 + c10í10)

+ (0iiCt + /îiocii)/11 + (ßoz + jSioCi, + /3nC8)Z12

+ (ßuco + /310Ci3)¿13 + • ■ •  .

Let X = T4. The first of these equations defines t as an integral power se-

ries in T. This power series must be of the form

(48) t = Atf + AtT* + AtT* + AtT* + A7r H-, Ai * 0.

Upon replacing / by this value in the first of equations (47), we obtain the

following system of equations

4 3 7
aoi4i = 1, 4a0i4i44 + aioAiCi =0,

(49)

4a0i4i46 + («02 + aioC8)4i = 0,

3 9

4c*oi4i46 + aio4iC9 = 0,

3 2     2 6 10

c*oi(44i47 + 64i44) + aio(74144c7 + 4t cw) = 0,

By these equations, we find, since C7^0, that 4i, 44, and Ab are arbitrary.

But the values of 46 and 4 7 are dependent, being given by

Co       2

4 s = —4i44,
c7

(50) 2
114 4 Cio      3

47 =-1-4i44.
241       c7

Upon substituting (48) into the second of equations (47), we obtain the

following transformation formulas between (c7, eg, c9, Ci0, Cn, Cn, ci3) and

(C7, Cg, Co, Cio, Cn, Ci2, Ci3) :

C7 = ßioAxc7, Cg = j3io4,c8 + ßoiAi,

Co = ßioAiCo, Cio = ßio(Ai Cío + 74i44c7),

Cu = 8^024i44 + ßuAi c7 + |8io(cii4i   + 84i44c8 + 74i46C7),

Cn = 80O»4Ï4, + ß03A]2 + ßnA?cs
(51) 12 8 7 6

+ M4i ci, + 94i44r9 + &AiAbCg + 74i46r7),

C13  =   8002^ l4 6 + ßnAi c9

+ Pío[4! cn + 104i44Cio + 94,4se9 + 84i46cs

+ c7(74Î47+214Î4!)].
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By these equations, we discover that the species (4, 7) possesses cl/c* as a

relative differential invariant. Moreover if this relative invariant is zero (c3 = 0),

then the species (4, 7) will possess (14:C7ci3 —17 c%)/c? as a relative differential

invariant. In the remainder of this section, we shall demonstrate that there

are no additional invariants. This is accomplished by reducing our element of

species (4, 7) to the canonical form.

In the first place, it is observed that the transformation

4cio
(52) X= x + — y,        Y=y,

lc\

will carry our element (4) of species (4, 7) into an element of the form

(53) y = ¿7*7/4 + ¿s*8'4 + ¿9*9/4 + dnxuli + • • • ,

where the d's are certain functions of the c's. Our first relative differential in-

variant for this element is d%/d7. Thus we have to discuss this element accord-

ing as ¿9 t^ 0 or d9 = 0.

Let us now consider the case where ¿9^0. By a very similar argument to

the one given near the beginning of §10, it is very easy to demonstrate the

(formal) existence of a unique transformation which is the inverse of a corre-

spondence of the form (37) which will carry out element (53) into the canoni-

cal form y = x7li-\-x9,i. Therefore the species (4, 7) for which the relative

differential invariant cl/c7¿¿0 possesses no additional invariants. The normal

form is y = x7li-\-x914.

Next let us consider the case where ¿9 = 0. For our element (53), our second

relative differential invariant is 14¿13/á2. We next have to consider this ele-

ment according as dn^O or ¿13 = 0.

We observe that in any case (whether ¿135^0 or ¿13 = 0) that the trans-

formation

4án
(54) X = * H-*2,        Y = y,

7d7

will carry our element (53) with ¿9 = 0 into an element of the form

(55) y = e7x7'4 + esxB'4 + e12x1214 + e13*13/4 + ■ • • .

It remains to discuss this element according as e^^O or Ci3 = 0.

Let us now consider the case where e^^O. By an argument very similar to

the one given near the beginning of §10, it is easy to prove the (formal) exist-

ence of a unique transformation which is the inverse of a correspondence of

the form (37) which will carry our element (55) into the canonical form

y = xlli-srx13li. Therefore the species (4, 7) for which c9 = 0 and the relative differ-

ential invariant (14c7c13 — 17c20)/c7?i0 possesses no other invariants. The canoni-

cal form is y=x7li+x'L3l'i.
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Finally it remains to consider the case where ei3 = 0. It is observed that

the transformation

(56) X=x + ~y,       F-y.
7c7

will carry our element (55) into one of the form

y = Ax7'4 + /sx8'4 + /i2X12'4 + /14X"/4 + /i6^/4 + fnx^l*

+ /i8x18'4 + ■ ■ • ,

where the/'s are certain functions of the e's and therefore of the c's.

The transformation whose inverse is

X = x,        Y = (fgx2 + /12X3 + /16*4 + • • ■ )

+  ?(/7+/l5X2+/l9*3+---)

+ y2(fu + fUX + /22X2 +  • •  •

+  y'(/ll + /26X + /29X2 +   •   •   •   ),

will carry our element (57) into the normal form y =x7/4. Therefore the species

(4, 7) for which c9 = 0 and 14c7C13 — 17c20 = 0 possesses no additional invariants.

The canonical form is y=x7/i.

We thus may make the following statement.

Theorem 11. The species (4, 7) possesses the relative differential invariant

(59) d/c7.

If this relative differential invariant is zero, then that set of those elements of this

species for which c9 = 0 possesses the additional relative differential invariant

2
14c7cu — 17cio

(60)-
c7

The species (4, 7) does not possess any more invariants. Therefore our species

(4, 7) has been divided into the following three distinct sets:

(A) Those for which c9^0. The canonical form is y = x7/4+x9/4.

(B) Those for which c9 = 0 but 14c7ci3 — 17c20?¿0.  The canonical form is
3,=;»;7/4_|-x13/4_

(C) Those for which c9 = 0 and 14c7ci3 —17c20 = 0.  The canonical form is

y=xVi.

12. Discussion of the species (4, 6). It is clear that any curve of this spe-

cies must be of the form

(61) y = cbx6'4 + c8x8'4 + • • • + C2p*2"4 + cox®'4 + ■ • • ,
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where not only c65¿0 but also cq^O where (? = 2p + l ^ 7 denotes the first odd

power of the fourth root of x which appears in the series expansion for y. For

otherwise our element would simply be an element of the species (2, 3), which

shall be discussed at the end of our paper.

Upon substituting this into the equations (10) defining the group G', we

find the parametric equations of the transformed element to be

X - 74Í4 + «iocs/6 + 7s*8 + 7io¿10 + • • • + 7.2p*2' + cuoCsp+ií2^1 + • • •  ,

F - 0ioc6/6 + Ô8Î8 + dot10 + • ■ ■ + h¿2> + ßiodP+it2>+1 + ■■ ■  ,

where 74 and 0io are any two nonzero numbers and the remaining 7 and ô are

arbitrary numbers.

Let X=T4. The first of the preceding equations defines t as an integral

power series in T. This power series must be of the form

(63) t = AxT + A3T3 + AbT* + ■ ■ ■ + A2,-3T2>-* + A2p_2T2p~2 + • ■ • .

Until the (2p — 3) term only odd powers appear. Thereafter the exponents of

T increase by one (as far as we know).

Substituting this into the first of equations (62), we discover that

all the Ai^O, A3, As, • • ■ , A2p-3 are arbitrary but that we have

A2t,—2 = c2p+iAi    A3/cg.

Finally replacing / by this series into the second of equations (62), we

obtain the following transformation formulas between (ce, C2H-1, c2p+3) and

(Ce, C2P+1, C2P+3)

6 2p+l

Cs = 010*4 id,        C2P+1 = 0io*41     c2p+i,

(64) -2p 2p+3 -,
C2p+3 = 010[(2p + 7)Ai A3dp+i + -<4i    C2p+3J.

From these results we immediately deduce that the integer Ç = 2p+1 ^7

is an arithmetic invariant and Cq/cq1 is a relative differential invariant. In the

remainder of this section, we shall prove that there are no more invariants.

First the transformation

,      . 4c2p+3

(65) X = * +-y,        Y = y
(2p + 7)c6C2p+i

will convert our arc (61) into an element of the form

y = a«*6'4 + ¿8*8/4 + • • • + ¿2p*2"'4 + d2/>+ix^2"+»i4

+ á2p+2*(2'+2)'4 + á2,+4*(2'+4)/4 +   •   •   •   ,

where the d's are certain functions of the c's. We note that our transformation

has eliminated the (2p + 3)rd power of the fourth root of x.

Now we shall demonstrate the existence of a transformation which is the

inverse of a correspondence of the form (37), which will carry our element (66)
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(67)

into the canonical form y = x3/2+xQ/4. Thus the a0j and the /?,-,■ (i = 0, 1, 2)

must be determined so that this correspondence (37) carries the canonical

form into our element (66).

Now if we apply our transformation (37) to the canonical form y=x6li

+#(2'+1)/4, we find as the parametric form of the transformed element

X = aoiZ4 + a02/8 + a03t12 H-,

Y =    [ß02t* +   (003 + 02O)¿12 +   •   •   •   +   (0O,„+2 + 02,„_l)¿4"+8 +   •   •   •   ]

+   [ßl0t2>+1 + 011¿2'+5 + 012¿2'+9 +   •   •   ■   + 01.P-2/6'-7

+ 01,p_lí6'-3 + ßl,Je"+1 +   ■   •   •   + ßLeS+J6'-7^" +   •   •   ■   ]

+  [202oZ2'+7 + 202i¿2'+11 + ■ • ■  + 202,p_2Í6'-1

+ 202„_i/6>+3 + • • • + 202,p-2W6p-1+4n + • ■ ■ ]

+ [ßiot6 + ßut10 + • • • + ßi,„-2t4>~2 + (ßi,P-i + ß2o)l4p+2

+  (01., + 02l)/4'+6 +   •   •   •   +  (01,p-2+n + 02,n-l)¿4"-2+4" +•••].

In the second of the preceding equations, let us replace the coefficients

of /6, t10, t14, ■ ■ • , t4"-2 by Be, Bio, Bu, ■ • • , Bip-2, respectively, the coefficient

of ti"~'!+4n by Bt-1+in, the coefficient of t2p+3+4n by B2p+3+in, and the coefficient

of ¿4n+4 by Bin+i for n = 1, 2, 3, • • • . There obviously exists a one-to-one cor-

respondence between the ßa and the Bk.

Therefore our problem is to determine the 4 's and the B's so that the equa-

tions

x = r4,     t = 41r + 46r5 + 49r9+ • • • ,

Y = [Bgt* + Bl2ti2 + • • • + Bin+4t4"+4 + • • • ]

+ [£,(<• + f»*-i) + Bw(tla + ¿2>+5) + • • • + Bip_2(t4^2 + ¿6'-7)]

+ [B6p_3t«>-* + BMI*1*1 + • • ■ + 56()_7+4„Z6'-7+4" + • • • ]

+ [252p+7/2'+7 + 2JB2p+ii¿2',+n + • • ■ + 2ü6p_1/<^1

.+ 2JB6p+3^+3 + 2U6p+7/6<>+7 + • • • + 2JB6p_i+4„/6'>-1+4" + • ■ • ]

+ [(£6p_3 + B2p+7)t4^2 + (Bsp+i + B2p+n)t4>+° + • • •

+   (£6p_7+4„  +  JB2p+3+4„)/4p-2+4't +   •   •   •   ]

shall represent the element (66) upon elimination of the parameters t and T.

The elimination yields the following equivalence equations:

BgA\ = dg, Bi2A™ + 8-B84;46 = d12,

(68)

(69.1)
4n + 4

Bin+iA i      + (lower Bu) = din+i,
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6 6 10

BoAi = df>, 6AiAsBt + BioAi   = dio,
2p+l . 2p 2p+6

BtAi      = d2p+h (2p + l)Ai AhBt + BioAi      = ¿2p+5,

(69.2)
6 4p—2

6^11*4 4p_7Í?6 + Btp_2Ai      + (lower Aik_3 and £41-2) = d4p+2,
2p 6p—2

(2p + 1)^41 ^4p-7-ße + 54p_2^4i      + (lower Aik-3 and Bik_2) = deP-7;

2p 6p— 3

(2p + 1)^41 A 4p-3-ße + 56P-3-41      + (lower A 4k-3 and 52p-s+4t) = a6p_3,
7

2B2p+7Ai = d2p+7,
6 4p+2

6,4 ^4 4p-3-ße + (^6p-3 + B2p+7)A 1      + (lower A ik^3 and Bik+2) = ¿4p+2,

(69.3)
2p 6p—7-f4n

(2p +   1)^1  y44p-7+4n-#6 + 2?6p-7 + 4ív4i + (\0WeT A Ak_3 &nd B2p-3+ik)

#6p—1 + 4/7»

2£2p+3-r-4n-4l +   (lOWer ,44fc-3 and  52p+3-r4A)   =   í¿2p+3+4n,
6 4p—6+4n

6^4l*44p_7+4„^6 +   (-ßep_7+4n + B2p+3+i„)A i ■+-..•   = ¿4p_6+4n)

The first pair of equations (69.2) furnishes unique values for Ait^O and

B6^0. The second pair yields unique values for A 5 and 5io since the determi-

nant of the coefficients ( —2p-|-5)yl2'>+1O-ß6?£0. The last pair give unique

evaluations for A4p^7 and Btp_2 since the determinant of the coefficients

(-2p +5)^4ip_2565^0. Thus the equations (69.2) determine the values of

Ai5¿0, A;,, • ■ ■ , Alp-7; and B6^0, Bio, ■ • • , Bip-2 uniquely.

The first triplet of the equations (69.3) determines unique values for Aip_3,

2?6p_3, and B2p+7, since the determinant of the coefficients 2(2p — 5)^4iP+9-B6 5^0.

The wth triplet furnishes unique evaluations for Aip_7+in, Bf,p-7+in, andi32p+3+4n

since the determinant of the coefficients 2(2p - 5)A8iP+s+inBt ^ 0. The equations

(69.3)  therefore give unique values for .44P-3, Aip+i, ■ ■ ■ , Aip-7+4n, ■ ■ ■ ;

Bep-i, Bop+l,   ■   ■   •   , 56p_7+4n,   -   -   -   ! and 52p+7, B2p+U,   •   •   •   , -B2p+3+4n,   ■   '   ■  •

Finally the equations (69.1) obviously determine the values of 58,

-Bi2, • • • , -B4n+4, ■ • • uniquely. Therefore this proves that the canonical form

of the species (4, 6) «3i=3cs'!+*(2,+1)'4 where p^3.

We are now in a position to state the following result.

Theorem 12. The species (4, 6) possesses the odd integer Q^7, the first odd

power of the fourth root of x which appears in the series expansion for y, as an

arithmetic invariant, and the expression

5
Cn

(70)
c«"1

6
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as a relative differential invariant. There are no further invariants. The canonical

form is y=x3l2-\-xQli.

13. Discussion of the species (3, g). Any element of this species may be

written in the form

(71) y = cqx"13 + cqix"^ + cqix<*'z + • • • + c,,.,*4*-'" + cqx<»3 + • • • ,

where g = 3r+s (0<i<3) and the integers g<gi<g2< • • • <qn-i<Q are such

that g+g,f^0 mod 3 (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n-1) but g+<2 = 0 mod 3.
The correspondent of this element under any transformation of our group

G' (equations (12)) is given by the parametric form

X = aoit3 + <*02*6 + • • • + aort3' + cxioC3r+.t3'+> H-,

Y =    [0o,r+l¿3r+3 + 0O,r+2/3r+6 +   •  •  ■   ]

(72) + ßio[cgt" + cqi(* + cq2t"' -\-+ cqn_J^ + cQfi + • • • ]

+ 0nk¿'+3 + cíl/'i+3 + cq¿**+3 + • • ■ ]

+ • • • .

By the first of these equations, we find that t is defined as an integral

power series in T where X = T3. This power series must be of the form

(73) t = AiT + AtT4 + A7r + • • ■ + A3^2T3r~2 + 43r_i7:3r-1 + • • • ,

where the exponents after the last written term increase by one (as far as we

know). Substituting this into the first of equations (72), we discover that

(4i5¿0, 44, 47, • • • , 43r_2, 43r_i) may be taken as arbitrary quantities.

Now let us consider the case where Q<2q — 3. In this case, it is found upon

substituting (73) into the second of equations (72) that the following trans-

formation formulas exist between (c„ c0) and (Cq, Cq):

q Q
(74) Cq = 0io4ic„        CQ = 0io4iCq.

Thus the integer Q is an arithmetic invariant (since Cq^O and hence Cq^O),

and the expression Cq_1/c?_1 !i a relative differential invariant.

Next, by examining the cases s = l and 5 = 2 separately it may be shown

that there exists a unique transformation which is the inverse of a correspond-

ence of the form

X =  OtoiX + «02X2 + «03X3 +  •  •  •   ,

(75)
Y =   (0o.r+lXr+1 + 0o.,+2*'+2 +•••)+  yißlO  + 011X + 012X2 +•••).

which carries our element (71) for which Ç<2g —3 into the normal form

y =x<,l3-\-xctl3. Therefore the canonical form of the species (3, q) for which Q

is the first power of the cube root of x in the series expansion for y such that

q + Q = 0 mod 3 and q<Q<2q-3 is y=x"l3A-xQI3.
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It remains now to examine the case for which Q^2q — 3. First it may easily

be verified that there exists a transformation which is the inverse of a cor-

respondence of the form

X  =   X, Y   =   (0r+l,O*r+l + 0r+2,O*r+2 +   "   •   ■   + 0r+n.O*r+")

+  ^(1  + 011* + 012*2 +   •   •   •   + 01.r-l*r"1),

where n = r — 1 or r according as 5 = 1 or 2, which carries our element (71) into

one of the form

(77) y = dqxq'3 + á24_3*(2*-3)/3 + • • • ,

where the d's are certain functions of the c's.

Next the point transformation

3o2o-3
(78) X - x + —— y,        Y=y

qdq

carries our element (77) into one of the form

(79) y = eqx"13 + e2g-2*(2^2)/3 + ■ ■ • .

Finally it may very easily be shown by examining the cases s = l and s = 2

separately that there exists a transformation which is the inverse of the corre-

spondence X=x, Y = \j/(x, y) which carries our element (79) into the stand-

ard form y=xql3. Therefore the canonical form of the species (3, q) for which

Q is the first power of the cube root of x in the series expansion for y such that

q+Q^é0mod3andQ^2q-3isy=x"'3.

The following statement is thus found.

Theorem 13. In the species (3, q) let Q be the first power of the cube root

of x in the series expansion for y such that q-\-Q = 0 mod 3. // Q is such that

q<Q<2q — 3, then our species possesses Q as an arithmetic invariant and the

expression

«-i
Co

(80) -Ï—
CQ-1

as a relative differential invariant. For this case, there are no further relative in-

variants, the canonical form being y=xql3-\-xQ!Z. On the other hand if Q^2q — 3,

there are no invariants and the canonical form is y =xql3.

14. Discussion of the species (2, q). Obviously the inverse of the trans-

formation

,ai, X = x,        Y = (c2r+2*'+1 + c2r+4*'+2 + • • • )

(81)
+ y(c2r+1 + c2r+3x + c2r+6*2 + • • • )
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carries any element of our species into the element y = x(2r+l)l2. Hence

Theorem 14. The canonical form of the species (2, q) is y = xql2. There are

no differential invariants. The only arithmetic invariant is q.

This completes our classification of analytic elements. This has been based

on the type of lowest order differential invariant. (Higher invariants will be

discussed elsewhere.) Accordingly our classification leads to one regular type

and twelve irregular types. This is more complicated than the conformai

classification discussed elsewhere^). Projective invariants of irregular ele-

ments (besides Halphen 's regular invariant) exist in great variety.
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